
Health Coaching Hint #1:  
Recognizing Unhealthy Boundaries 

An often-forgotten part of self-care is evaluating and setting healthy boundaries. Boundaries are the 
rules or limits that we set to clarify what we feel is reasonable, safe, and permissible during interactions 
with other people. They also help us to clarify how we will respond when someone behaves in a way 
that is outside our set limits.  

 
Making sure that you have good, healthy boundaries can work towards preventing burnout by reduc-
ing stress, and increasing fulfillment in both your personal and professional life. They are what define 
you as a unique individual and are directly linked to your values and what gives your life purpose. As 
you can imagine, if you have loose or undefined boundaries, it can have a profound impact on your 
mental and even physical health.  

 
How do you know if you need to strengthen your boundaries? In general, if you find yourself feeling 
unfulfilled, frustrated, lost, or that you are being taken advantage of, these are all signs of needing to 
fortify your boundaries.  

 



Some other hints that you may need to strengthen your boundaries include: 

> You have trouble saying no to the demands of others 
> You struggle with speaking up, even when you are treated poorly 
> You feel drained because you are giving too much of your time to others 
> You feel taken for granted 
> You feel guilty especially when you do something for yourself 
> You often sacrifice your own needs for others 
> You have relationships that feel one-sided 
> You over-share details about yourself, even with strangers 
> You are passive aggressive in your interactions with others 
> You have a hard time being decisive 
> You often feel like a victim 
> You allow others to touch you even when you feel uncomfortable 
> You no longer know what you want or need anymore 

Recognizing yourself in any of the statements above is nt a sign of weakness or in any way a negative 
reflection on who you are as a person. Instead, recognizing where the holes are in your boundaries is 
the first step towards determining what really matters to you so that you can begin to plug those holes 
and strengthen your identity.  
 
 
Health Coaching Hint #2: 
Bolstering Your Boundaries

When it comes to creating strong, healthy boundaries there are two areas that can give them the foun-
dation they need to withstand whatever life throws at you: your values and your purpose. 

 VERIFY YOUR VALUES 

Since your boundaries reflect who you are and the guidelines you use to shape your interactions with 
the world, knowing what matters to you can help define what those rules will be. Taking the time to 
clearly understand what gives your life meaning can create a strong framework from which to lean on 
when faced with adversity. Your values can also help to clearly understand what you are and are not 
willing to accept when interacting with other people. 

There are many ways that you can go about defining what your core values are. In fact, you may al-
ready have a good idea what they are. For those who are unsure or maybe feel that you need to take 
some time to re-evaluate your values, here are a few suggestions to get you started: 

>  Do a search online for a list of values and choose up to five that you feel are most important to you. 
> Think of the people that you admire and consider what values they emulate. 
> Use an online values inventory. Many of these are free, like the one at 
lifevaluesinventory.org. 
> Work with a health coach to gain clarity on what matters to you at this 
stage in your life. 

http://lifevaluesinventory.org.  


PLOTTING YOUR PURPOSE 

Research has shown that having a sense of purpose, that drive towards achieving a long-term goal that 
you find meaningful and will allow you to leave a positive mark on the world, can have many favorable 
benefits to your physical and mental health.   

Making the time to clearly understand what matters to you and then connecting that to how you interact 
with the world can help you to define your boundaries and take back control of your life. To do this, you 
will need to make time for self-reflection and to listen to others.  

Here are some suggestions you can use to get started:  

VOLUNTEER. Whether it’s your time, money, or your skills, finding a group or cause you care about or 
giving aid to those in need can give your life meaning. 

ENCOURAGE FEEDBACK. If you are struggling to narrow down what you are passionate about, ask 
those closest to you what they think. They may be able to see something that you haven’t noticed. 

POSITIVE SOCIAL NETWORK. The people you choose to spend your time with have a big influence on 
inspiring you to make positive changes. Make sure you are interacting with people that motivate you.  

EXPLORE YOUR INTERESTS. What do you like to learn about? What pictures or topics are you drawn to? 
These can be a great clue into what matters and drives your purpose. 

YOUR LOVES AND HATES. What injustices bother you? What activities do you truly enjoy? These can 
provide insight into what your purpose is. 

 If it has been a while since you paused to plot your purpose or verify your values, make time to do this. 
If you are unsure how to do it on your own or feel the need for guidance, working with a health coach 
can help bring clarity. 

Now that you have strengthened the foundation from which your boundaries are built upon, you can 
begin to define what those boundaries are. Next week, I will share hints with you on how to begin to do 
this. the clinic at 509-392-7047. The cost is $10/members; $30 non-members.  

If a group environment is not your cup of tea you can also work with me individually using our health 
coaching options. To learn more about how this might work for you, you can go to our website 
and schedule an inquiry call to talk with me, Erika Zink.  

Health Coaching Hint #3: 
Building Healthy Boundaries

With an awareness of what your values are, what your current purpose is, and the knowledge that you 
need to fortify your boundaries, the next step is to begin to make those fortifications.  

To begin, you need to determine which boundaries are already in place so you can narrow your efforts 
to where it will make the most difference. You may need some pen and 
paper to really dig into this. If you can, schedule some time into your week 
to follow these next steps. 



STEP #1: Identify which boundary you want to work on. 

There are six types of boundaries to work with: 

> PHYSICAL BOUNDARIES related to your personal space and physical touch. 
> EMOTIONAL BOUNDARIES related to your feelings. 
> TIME BOUNDARIES related to how you use your time. 
> SEXUAL BOUNDARIES related to your emotional, intellectual, and physical aspects of sexuality. 
> INTELLECTUAL BOUNDARIES related to your thoughts and ideas. 
> MATERIAL BOUNDARIES related to your money and possessions. 

Start by identifying which specific boundary you want to work on in one of these areas. Choose the 
one that you feel needs the most work or that will have the most impact for you. 

STEP #2: Define what your new boundary will be. 

Once you know which boundary you want to make changes to, write down what the current limits are 
and why they are no longer working for you. After noting what changes need to be made, clearly write 
out what you want your new boundary to be and why you need it in place. If you are struggling to find 
a strong enough reason for the changes you desire, you may struggle to keep them when times get 
tough. Taking the time to defining your values and purpose makes this step easier. 

Now, evaluate the gap between what you need it to be and what it currently is. What steps do you 
need to take in order to make these changes? Create distinct actions that you can take to put these 
boundaries in place and then make a plan to begin implementing them.  

You may find that starting with stricter limits will be easier. If, with time, you feel the need to loosen 
them, it can be easier for others to adapt to more flexible rules than the other way around, making it 
easier for you to enforce them. 

STEP #3: Recruit your people. 

Redefining your boundaries can be difficult because you are affecting more than just yourself. The 
people around you will need to learn to adjust to these changes. If you can recruit a support network to 
help you get through the challenges ahead, it will be much easier.  

Once you have clearly defined your boundaries, you will need to defend them. Next week I will share 
hints for how best to do this. 

 



Health Coaching Hint 4: 
Protect Your  Boundaries 

You’ve set up your boundaries, now you need to enforce them. You’ve but in the effort to clearly define 
what you want your limits to be, but without a plan to ensure you stick to them it will be wasted effort. 
To help prevent this, I will share with you a few methods you can use to protect your boundaries. 

You may find that it feels awkward to defend your new boundaries. This is normal. It will take time for 
the people around you to adjust and for you to get used to the new behaviors you need to implement. 
Until you get used to defending your new boundaries, it will be necessary to make a conscious effort to 
remind yourself what your boundaries are. Find a way to remind yourself daily why they are important 
to you. With practice it will become easier and more natural to do this.  

It can be important to remember that your boundaries are about YOU—your values and your purpose—
not about what other people expect or what you think they expect of you.  

To help you determine if your boundaries are being violated and how best to respond, ask yourself 
these questions: 

> Who is violating your boundaries? Is it a professional or personal relationship? 
> Is the boundary violator willing to change? 
> How long has this been going on? The longer it has been the harder it may be for them to adjust to 
your new boundaries. 
> Have you been clear about what your boundaries are? You may need to clarify your new rules a few 
times before others fully adapt to them. 
> Has the boundary violator been physically aggressive? If there is a threat of violence or they have 
been violent to you in the past, you may need to proceed with caution. Get help from your support 
team, professionals, and/or law enforcement if you need to. 

When in the moment, here are a few hints on how to deal with someone who is violating your  
boundaries: 

> Continue to set strong, consistent boundaries. You can’t control how people will react to your bound-
aries, but you can control how consistent you are with them. 
> Write it down. It can be useful to keep a record of when the boundary violation took place and how 
you responded. This can help you to see trends in how consistent you are with your boundaries so that 
you can make adjustments to how you respond to future violations. 
> Be clear about defining your limits. Whether you write it down or share it with someone in your sup-
port system, getting it out of your head and clearly defined on paper can make it more real and you 
more likely to defend it. 
> Accept that you cannot control others. People may not respect your boundaries no matter what you 



do to defend them. You can choose to accept this or disengage from that person as much as you can. 

> There are a few situations that need to be mentioned that present special challenges for enforcing 
boundaries:  
> You live with the violator. In this situation, trust your instincts and do what is best for you. If you are 
unsure, talk to a trusted friend or professional for advice. 
> The violator is in a position of authority. Determine if it would be helpful to get someone else in-
volved, such as their supervisor. 
> Others minimize your experience. Remember that your experience matters. If you feel that your sup-
port network is not taking your feelings into account, you may need to find a way to add in people who 
will.  
> You love and care about the violator. Since boundary setting is a form of self-care and self-love, you 
may need to decide if it is healthy for you to stay in the relationship as is or if it needs to be modified.  

The act of enforcing your boundaries is very individual and nuanced. Depending on your situation and 
the specific boundary you are working with, you may need to gain the support of a professional.   

In the end, the benefit of having taken the time to create healthy boundaries and to defend them will 
result in: 

>  Less guilt when you need to say no 
> Improved mental, emotional, and physical health 
> A sense of increased control of your life 
> Feeling more appreciated and valued by others 
> Gaining much needed inner-strength and acceptance by taking back your freedom to be yourself. 

If you would prefer to work with me individually, you can sign up for one of our health coaching 
packages. To learn more about how this might work for you, go to our website and schedule an in-
quiry call to talk with me, Erika Zink. 

http://www.EmpoweredHealthInstitute.com/inquiry-calls
http://www.EmpoweredHealthInstitute.com/inquiry-calls

